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01. General description

The following conditions apply for the delivery, processing and application of wood:
Wood or wood products are delivered with the FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent. Equivalent must be conclusively demonstrated by the tenderer using the criteria described on page 4 of this document.

The tenderer is to have a valid Chain of Custody (COC) certificate relating to the nature of the build/project prior to the start of construction. This certificate (according to standard: FSC-STD-40-004 V2.1) must be provided by a certification bureau recognised by Accreditation Services International GmbH. If the tenderer is not in possession of a COC certificate, he/she must apply for COC certification. The tenderer may also choose to have the project certified (according to the standard FSC-STD-40-006 V1.0; project certification).

The tenderer shall prove to the awarding/contracting authority that FSC certified wood has been applied with the use of receipts. Receipts should indicate:

- Name and address of buyer
- Issue date
- Product description
- Product amount
- Chain of custody certificate code
- FSC product group
- FSC 100%, or FSC Mix %, or FSC Mix Credit, or FSC Recycled, or FSC Recycled Credit

30 Window frames, framing and doors

30.32 Window Frames
30.32.11 Wooden window frames
0. Wooden Window Frames
Wood or wood products are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent.
Manufacture:
Type:
Degree of air inlet/outlet:
Watertight integrity:
Resistance class (insects/fungus):
Density kg/m3:
Other performance requirements
Wood species choice is dependent on the application, location and detailing and other performance requirements.

30.33 Doors
30.33.11 Wooden door
0. Exterior wooden door
Wood or wood products are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent
Resistance class:
Density kg/m3:
Other performance requirements
Wood species choice is dependent on the application, location and detailing
and other performance requirements.

30.34  Frames
30.34.11-a  Wooden frame
  0.  Wooden frame
      Wood or wood products are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest
      Stewardship Council) or equivalent.
      Resistance class:
      Density kg/m³:
      Other performance requirements
      Wood species choice is dependent on the application, location and detailing
      and other performance requirements.

30.37  Building Panels
30.37.11-a  Wooden building panels
  0.  Wooden building panel
      Wood or wood products are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest
      Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

30.41  Roof window
30.41.10-a  Wooden roof window
  0.  Wooden roof window
      Wood or wood products are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest
      Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

30.42  Dormers
30.42.10-A  Dormer
  0.  Dormer
      Wood or wood products are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest
      Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

30.44  Skylight
30.44.10-a  Skylight
  0.  Skylight
      Wood or wood products are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest
      Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

32  Staircases and balustrades/railings

32.31  Fixed staircases
32.31.12-a  Fixed wooden straight staircase
  0.  Wooden fixed straight staircase
      Wooden straight staircases delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest
      Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

32.31.22-a  Wooden spiral staircase
  0.  Wooden spiral staircase
      Wooden spiral staircases are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest
      Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

32.31.32-a  Wooden winding staircase
Wooden winding staircase
Wooden winding staircases are delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

Ceiling and wall systems

Ceiling Panels

Ceiling panels, wooden ceiling panel
0. Ceiling panels
1. Wooden ceiling panel

Plasterboard Ceilings

Finishing work of the project/build; sawn wood, plasterboard
0. Finishing work of the project/build
Plasterboard
1. Sawn wood
   Sawn wood is delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent.
2. Plasterboard

Finishing work of the project/build; partition walls

Partition wall, planking on construction frame, wooden siding, plasterboard
0. Partition wall, planking on construction frame
1. Wooden siding
   Wooden siding is delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent.
2. Plasterboard

Finishing woodwork

Furring

Carpentry, furring, sawn wood
0. Carpentry, battens
1. Sawn wood
   Quality class:
   Sawn wood is delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

Battens

Carpentry, battens, sawn wood
0. Carpentry, battens
1. Sawn wood
   Quality class:
   Sawn wood is delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

Paneling

Carpentry, paneling, profiled wood
0. Carpentry, paneling
1. Profiled wood
Wood species: choice is dependent on the application, location, detailing and availability.
Profiling: Tongue and groove.
Profiled timber is delivered with FSC quality mark/logo (Forest Stewardship Council) or equivalent.

**FSC or equivalent**

In a procurement policy (tender specification) it is written that wood or wood products should be delivered with the FSC quality mark/logo or equivalent.

Application of the FSC standard or an equal standard should result in the exclusion of illegal logging, exclusion of large and irreparable damage to the environment, provide certainty about respecting the interests of indigenous and local inhabitants in and around the forest, as well as provide adequate protection of (irreplaceable) forests.

Any awarding authority/contracting party wishing to demonstrate that another quality mark is equal to that of FSC or in other words, that a standard for responsible forest management certification is equivalent to the FSC standard should check and control the following:

1. FSC Principles And Criteria For Forest Stewardship [FSC-STD-01-001 (version 4-0) EN]
2. Company Evaluation of Controlled Wood [FSC STD 40 005 V2 1 EN]
   - Requirements regarding the translation of FSC Principles & Criteria to the generic standard: Structure, content and local adaptation of generic Forest Stewardship Standards [FSC-STD-20-002 (V3-0) EN]
   - Requirements regarding the development of national standards: Process requirements for the development and maintenance of National Forest Stewardship Standards [FSC-STD-60-006 (V1-2) EN]
4. Regarding the control of standards in the field (in the forest), certifiers and the certification process the standard should meet the following:
   - General requirements for FSC CBs [FSC-STD-20-001 V3-0 EN]
   - Stakeholder Consultation for Forest Evaluation [FSC-STD-20-006 V3-0 EN]